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Continued from last Para ( Para No.7 ) of Addendum No.-1 

 
8) In order to finalize the Merit based on Percentile Score as mentioned above it is necessary 

to include only those candidates in the Merit who have secured Minimum Percentage of 
Marks  for eligibility in various categories: UR-40%, EWS-40%, OBC (Non creamy layer)-30%, 
SC- 30%, ST-30% as per qualifying criteria given in Para 14.1 of CEN No. RRC-01/2019. Para 
15.0 states that “Short listing of Candidates for various stages shall be based on the 
“Normalized Marks” obtained by them whenever CBT is conducted in multiple sessions 
for the same syllabus”. 
 

9) For this, the Percentile Score of each candidate will be converted into “Normalized Marks” by 
interpolation of raw marks into “Base Shift” by using standard mathematical formula of 
interpolation for the purpose of deciding minimum qualifying marks as well as giving 
weightage in marks to CCAA candidates. 
 

10) “Base Shift” for the above purpose is defined as a shift having the “Highest Mean” (Average) 
among all the Shifts of CBT with a condition that its “Present Candidate Count” should be 70 
% or more than    the average of all Shifts”. In case the “Highest Mean” of two Shifts is same 
then Shift having “Highest Individual Marks” shall be considered as “Base Shift”. In case both 
the “Highest Mean” and “Highest Individual Marks” are same then the Shift having “Highest 
Present Candidate Count” shall be considered as “Base Shift” to break the tie.” 
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